OCTOBER 25th, 2018

8:00  Registration

9:00  Open ceremony (Piano and voice: Mariane Kerber and Cintia de Los Santos)

9:30  Plenary 1- The invisible cloak of peer review – Olavo B. Amaral (UFRJ)

10:30  Coffee Break + Poster Session

11:30  Rap session – Pressures, demands and conflicts in research training of young graduate students and area coordinators from CAPES and CNPq

13:00  Lunch

14:30  Panel 1 – Graduate programs forum

16:00  Coffee break

16:30  WORKSHOP - ETHICAL WRITING AND THE RESPONSIBLE COMMUNICATION OF RESEARCH

  Section 1 – “Publication ethics, authorship issues, retractions and correcting from the lens of a research integrity administrator” – Becca Hopson (Research Integrity Sr. Project Manager, Indiana University).

19:30  Welcome Reception
OCTOBER 26th, 2018

8:00  **Registration**

9:00  **Plenary 2 – Ethical dilemmas and conflicts of interest in graduate courses** – Adalberto Vieyra (UFRJ)

10:00  Coffee Break and Poster session

11:00  **Plenary 3 – Practical Steps for Increasing the Openness and Replicability of Research** – Courtney Soderberg (Center for Open Science)

12:30  Lunch

14:00  **Panel 2 – Authorship in Times of Discussion about "Priority of Discovery"** – José Roberto Goldim (PUCRS/UFRGS) and Sonia Vasconcelos (UFRJ)

15:30  Coffee Break

16:00  **WORKSHOP - ETHICAL WRITING AND THE RESPONSIBLE COMMUNICATION OF RESEARCH**

   **Section 2 - The reliability of the research record, post-publication peer review and correction of the literature** - Ivan Oransky (Retraction Watch & New York University).

   _____________________________________________________________________

   **Concurrent Session**: Working Group from the Graduate Programs Forum – Joint Statement

19:00-  **Closing ceremony – Best Poster Prize**